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What problem(s) 
might a start-up 
solve in the value 
chain?
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› Volume vs quality. Mitigating the tradeoff between quality and 
the high volume of content at a low cost, and content that will 
cater to expanding audiences

› Multi-format. Delivering on the expectation from users to 
create content compatible with multiple formats (e.g live video, 
audio, AR) and multiple platforms

› Ownership & authenticity. Establishing ownership and 
preventing plagiarism or piracy. A related challenge is the 
detection of fake or synthetic content (from news to 
synthetically generated videos, or misinformation around 
brands)

› Efficient workflow. AI and decentralised technologies may be 
used to optimise workflow and make processes more efficient

› Future of work. The interdisciplinary nature of content creation 
and changing attitudes towards work reinforce the need to 
tech-enable and diversify the workforce and to facilitate lifelong 
learning

› Ethical data. Ethical data collection and analysis, throughout 
the entire pipeline of content creation

The prioritised problems and needs start-ups should aim to address

Investment Themes - 
Creation
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› Hyper-relevance. Instantly deliver hyper-relevant (personalised) 

content, creating a need for effective data management

› Audience segmentation. Personalisation leads to redefining the 
meaning of “local” and effectively identifying new communities or 
“tribes”

› Live. Distributing in real-time or “live” via a variety of channels 
(social platforms and beyond - e.g. in messaging apps)

› Sharing & P2P. Facilitating and leveraging the sharing economy 
and P2P, impacting discovery of content and advertising, while 
recognising the increased value of shared content (the “social 
token”)

› Meaningful discovery & loyalty. Facilitating effective 
content/product discovery to foster deep relationships with users, 
bolstering brand recognition and loyalty. Traditional CRM is being 
disrupted

› Preserving curation. There is a need for a more streamlined 
curation process to create structured data

Data

Product

Content

Information

What problem(s) 
might a start-up 
solve in the value 
chain?

Investment Themes - 
Distribution or Discovery

The prioritised problems and needs start-ups should aim to address
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› Multi-format, on demand. Allowing for consumption of content to 
be on-demand, convenient and in multiple formats (e.g. read when 
on the tube, listen when walking), with seamless integration across 
platforms and channels, both online and offline

› Immersive. Allowing for interactive & engaging content, shifting 
from click to conversation and immersive, which can increase 
participation of audiences and drive loyalty for brands

› AI. AI can be leveraged to foster more meaningful engagement 
with content (for example from detecting spam or bullying in online 
fora, to auto-translation and speech generation for new audiences)

› Engagement preferences. Audiences can vary between those 
that desire to control what they consume or interact with vs. those 
that prefer passive consumption

› Big data. With data becoming increasingly larger and more 
complex, there is a technology revolution around data gathering 
and analysis tools (for example in data visualisation) that allow for 
rapid understanding, and getting insight more easily and quickly

What problem(s) 
might a start-up 
solve in the value 
chain?

Investment Themes - 
Consumption or Interaction

The prioritised problems and needs start-ups should aim to address
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› Sustainable business models. Creating profitable content while 
advertising revenues are declining and consumers expect more 
free content

› Innovative, disruptive business models. There are disruptive 
business models for product distribution, for example 
direct-to-consumer (D2C), which by-passes traditional market 
channels

› Easy Pay. Allowing for frictionless commerce, hosted natively for 
improved quality and in order to increase convenience for the 
consumer 

› Local news. The need to ensure local news is sustainable, 
primarily by ensuring it is scalable and monetisable

What problem(s) 
might a start-up 
solve in the value 
chain?

Alegra

Investment Themes - 
Monetisation or Purchase

The prioritised problems and needs start-ups should aim to address


